This case contains [5] framed graphic stands. The main frame and graphic remains assembled at all times. Installation requires the addition of [2] feet/supports to each frame. They attach with rotolocks using an Allen wrench.

Disassembly requires the removal of the [2] feet/supports from each frame. Pack into case making sure there is a layer of protective cardboard between each frame and leg set.

FINISHED UNIT LOOKS LIKE THIS:
Permanently assembled frame with Braille graphic.


Continued:
Attach each foot/support to graphic frame with rotolock using a 5mm Hex Key Allen wrench.

Rotolock Example:

Continued:
Disassembly & Case Packing

Disassembly requires the removal of the [2] feet/supports from each graphic frame.

Pack 10 feet/supports into the case first, two per layer, making sure there is a layer of protective cardboard between each set.

Pack 5 graphic frames into the case next, making sure there is a layer of protective cardboard between each frame.

(end)